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Tell Me Who I Am: Sometimes it's Safer Not to Know
2014-02-25

imagine waking up one day to discover that you have forgotten everything about your life your
only link with the past your only hope for the future is your identical twin now imagine years
later discovering that your twin had not told you the whole truth about your childhood your
family and the forces that had shaped you why the secrets why the silences you have no choice but
to begin again this has been alex s reality a world where memories are just the stories people
tell you where fact and fiction are impossible to distinguish with dogged courage he has spent
years hunting for the truth about his hidden past and his remarkable family his quest to
understand his true identity has revealed shocking betrayals and a secret tragedy extraordinary
triumph over crippling adversity and above all redemption founded on brotherly love marcus his
twin brother has sometimes been a reluctant companion on this journey but for him too it has led
to staggering revelations and ultimately the shedding of impossible burdens their story spans
continents and eras from 1950s debutantes and high society in the home counties to a remote
island in the pacific and 90s raves disturbing funny heart breaking and affirming alex and marcus
s determination to rebuild their lives makes us look afresh at how we choose to tell our stories

The Supplement Handbook
2014-11-04

nearly half of americans use supplements and many more are curious about them yet questions
abound will feverfew help my migraines are there any vitamins that will keep my skin clear does
lysine really prevent cold sores are there herbs i can take to boost my mood are any of these
things safe mark moyad md mph is the only physician in the united states who has an endowed
position to study vitamins minerals herbs and other supplements for the past 25 years he s been
researching supplements using them in his practice and traveling the country giving lectures to
laypeople and physicians about what works and what s worthless in the world of drugs and
supplements based on the latest research as well as dr moyad s clinical experience the supplement
handbook will guide you through the proven or debunked treatment options for more than 100 common
conditions everything from arthritis heartburn and high cholesterol to fibromyalgia migraines and
psoriasis dr moyad provides clear guidelines sifting through conflicting information for a
definitive answer you can use today he does not hesitate to point out which remedies are
overhyped useless and even harmful he even ranks the most effective options so you know which
remedies to try first and he s honest about when over the counter or prescription drugs are the
better option more than an overview the supplement handbook delivers prescriptive reliable advice
whether you re an alternative medicine convert or an interested but confused supplement novice
this comprehensive evidence based guide is sure to become a must have reference in your home

Adventures in Palmistry
2010-08-05

your destiny is in your hands and you can have a hand in your destiny reading palms can empower
and enlighten you giving you the information you need for the adventure of life and enabling you
to help others around you and it can be a lot of fun as well adventures in palmistry makes
palmistry easy and fun it will put the power of palmistry in your hands

Transactions of the Iowa State Dental Society at the Annual
Meeting
1895

promising care how we can rescue health care by improving it collects 16 speeches given over a
period of 10 years by donald m berwick an internationally acclaimed champion of health care
improvement throughout the course of his long and storied career as a physician health care
educator and policy expert leader of the institute for healthcare improvement ihi and
administrator of the centers for medicare medicaid services these landmark speeches including all
of berwick s speeches delivered at ihi s annual national forum on quality improvement in health
care from 2003 to 2012 clearly show why our medical systems don t reliably contribute to our
overall health as a remedy he offers a vision for making our systems better safer more effective
more efficient and more humane each of berwick s compelling speeches is preceded by a brief
commentary by a prominent figure in health care policy or politics who has a unique connection to
that particular speech contributors include such notables as tom daschle paul batalden and lord
nigel crisp their commentaries reflect on how it felt to hear the speech in the context in which
it was delivered and assess its relevance in today s health care environment the introduction is
by maureen bisognano ceo of institute for healthcare improvement and author of pursuing the
triple aim praise for previous books by don berwick curing health care the book is an easy and
affirming read for anyone who is familiar with and has used the tqm teachings of dr joseph m
juran and dr w edwards deming and would be a simple and informative introduction to the concepts
for anyone who has been hearing about tqm but has no idea what it is all about and wants to know
more permanent fixes blog donald berwick is the most clearly heard evangelist of applying
industrial methods of continuous quality improvement in health care annals of internal medicine
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escape fire with an effective blend of common sense real life stories persuasive metaphors and
out of the box thinking dr berwick s presentations make for fascinating reading for anyone
interested in improving america s 1 7 trillion health care system piper report anyone interested
in change in the healthcare system would enjoy this book in degree programs the various speeches
would be useful for discussion in a health policy readings course the annals of pharmacotherapy

Promising Care
2013-11-18

ungar s thought provoking book is both wise and practical all of us parents therapists and
educators who work with adolescents0 will benefit from his ideas on what teenagers require for
optimal growth this is a paradigm shifting book mary pipher author of reviving ophelia while our
kids are safer now than they have ever been we are constantly fearful for them we drive them
everywhere organise their time and cocoon them from every imaginable danger assuming we re doing
the right thing even when they are teenagers we continue to manage their lives and unwittingly
prevent their development in this ground breaking new book internationally renowned family
therapist and social worker michael ungar shows why our constant need to keep our kids safe often
puts them in harm s way by protecting them from failure and disappointment challenge and
responsibility many of our children are missing out on the benefits that come with manageable
amounts of risk accessible inspiring and practical too safe for their own good helps concerned
parents set appropriate limits and provides concrete suggestions for allowing children the chance
to experience the rites of passage that will help them become competent happy thriving adults
internationally renowned expert on resilience in at risk youth and father of two michael unger
runs a private practice for children and adults in mental health and correctional settings he is
a professor at the school of social work at dalhousie university and leader of the international
resilience project provided by publisher

The Complete Novels of Lucy Maud Montgomery - 20 Titles in One
Volume: Including Anne of Green Gables Series, Emily Starr
Trilogy, The Blue Castle, The Story Girl & Pat of Silver Bush
Series
2016-05-28

this book explores the roles that control abuse bullying and family violence can play within the
tourism system while it is generally understood that such behaviours are significant issues in
society the correlation between these types of behaviour and tourism has not been assessed in
scholarly circles the volume sets out to explain each of these behaviours within tourism
industries using autoethnography as its method this book reveals the heightened risk of family
violence during family events sporting events and in the tourism system and explains that risks
continue and can even increase after separating from a perpetrator of family violence this is an
important and under researched area in the tourism and events literature and will be of interest
to researchers and practitioners in these fields as well as family violence social work health
and law you can see the author s blog post about her work here channelviewpublications wordpress
com 2023 03 22 the dark side of family tourism

Too Safe For Their Own Good
2008-10-01

volume 54 sermons 3073 3124 charles spurgeon 19 june 1834 31 january 1892 is one of the church s
most famous preachers and christianity s foremost prolific writers called the prince of preachers
he was one of england s most notable ministers for most of the second half of the nineteenth
century and he still remains highly influential among christians of different denominations today
his sermons have spread all over the world and his many printed works have been cherished
classics for decades in his lifetime spurgeon preached to more than 10 million people often up to
ten times each week he was the pastor of the congregation of the new park street chapel later the
metropolitan tabernacle in london for 38 years he was an inexhaustible author of various kinds of
works including sermons commentaries an autobiography as well as books on prayer devotionals
magazines poetry hymns and more spurgeon was known to produce powerful sermons of penetrating
thought and divine inspiration and his oratory and writing skills held his audiences spellbound
many christians have discovered spurgeon s messages to be among the best in christian literature
edward walford wrote in old and new london volume 6 1878 quoting an article from the times
regarding one of spurgeon s meetings at surrey fancy a congregation consisting of 10 000 souls
streaming into the hall mounting the galleries humming buzzing and swarming a mighty hive of bees
eager to secure at first the best places and at last any place at all after waiting more than
half an hour for if you wish to have a seat you must be there at least that space of time in
advance mr spurgeon ascended his tribune to the hum and rush and trampling of men succeeded a low
concentrated thrill and murmur of devotion which seemed to run at once like an electric current
through the breast of every one present and by this magnetic chain the preacher held us fast
bound for about two hours it is not my purpose to give a summary of his discourse it is enough to
say of his voice that its power and volume are sufficient to reach every one in that vast
assembly of his language that it is neither high flown nor homely of his style that it is at
times familiar at times declamatory but always happy and often eloquent of his doctrine that
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neither the calvinist nor the baptist appears in the forefront of the battle which is waged by mr
spurgeon with relentless animosity and with gospel weapons against irreligion cant hypocrisy
pride and those secret bosom sins which so easily beset a man in daily life and to sum up all in
a word it is enough to say of the man himself that he impresses you with a perfect conviction of
his sincerity more than a hundred years after his death charles spurgeon s legacy continues to
effectively inspire the church around the world for this reason delmarva publications has chosen
to publish the complete works of charles spurgeon

Control, Abuse, Bullying and Family Violence in Tourism
Industries
2023-03-17

commonsense rules for financial freedom anyone can do it safe strategies for financial freedom
shows you how to know in 30 seconds whether you should be in or out of the market the authors
show you how great investors avoid mistakes and win big with van tharp s legendary risk control
techniques learn how the world s most profitable investors reduce their risk and leave their
wealth generating potential unlimited and how you can too you ll learn how to invest wisely in
every type of market protecting what you earn and developing sources of regular income to achieve
financial independence safe strategies for financial freedom provides you with a specific program
for freeing yourself from the workplace forever let it show you how to seize control of your
financial life by investing in the assets that will provide you with steady income until the day
when your investment income surpasses your monthly expenses and you are once and for all
financially free

The Complete Works of C. H. Spurgeon, Volume 54
2015-05-04

imagine waking up one day to discover that you have forgotten everything about your life your
only link with the past your only hope for the future is your identical twin now imagine years
later discovering that your twin had not told you the whole truth about your childhood your
family and the forces that had shaped you why the secrets why the silences you have no choice but
to begin again this has been alex s reality a world where memories are just the stories people
tell you where fact and fiction are impossible to distinguish with dogged courage he has spent
years hunting for the truth about his hidden past and his remarkable family his quest to
understand his true identity has revealed shocking betrayals and a secret tragedy extraordinary
triumph over crippling adversity and above all redemption founded on brotherly love marcus his
twin brother has sometimes been a reluctant companion on this journey but for him too it has led
to staggering revelations and ultimately the shedding of impossible burdens their story spans
continents and eras from 1950s debutantes and high society in the home counties to a remote
island in the pacific and 90s raves disturbing funny heart breaking and affirming alex and marcus
s determination to rebuild their lives makes us look afresh at how we choose to tell our stories

Safe Building
1890

this new edition has been updated throughout to reflect recent changes in how the family and
society care for children the book follows a health to ill health continuum in the care of the
child and his family current trends in treatment of children s disease and related policies are
clearly explained and there is more information included dealing with child abuse the book also
reinforces the importance of appropriate application of nursing models in structuring care plans
and the nursing process two specific models of nursing care roper et al and orem are included in
this new edition each of the numerous care plans in the text now also include a complete section
on evaluation and its importance in the nursing process

The rule of conscience
1822

an oddly diverse group of twenty nine people meet at an inn each of them is on a pilgrimage to a
martyr s shrine in canterbury the host suggests the strange bunch journey together and tell
stories to pass the time the group heads off including a knight a miller a wife a cook a shipman
and a nun among others telling stories that range from bawdy exploits to foolish workers to the
lives of saints a classic of english literature this unabridged version of geoffrey chaucer s the
canterbury tales was first published in the early 1400s and edited into modern english by d laing
purves in 1879 purves s collection of chaucer s works also contains troilus and cressida and
additional poems and prose

Safe Strategies for Financial Freedom
2004-05-22

popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their
world the core belief that popular science and our readers share the future is going to be better
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and science and technology are the driving forces that will help make it better

ECRM2014-Proceedings of the 13th European Conference on Research
Methodology for Business and Management Studies
2014-06-16

understand your stress triggers and develop resilience and mindfulness so you can cope well an
excellent overview of what stress is and what causes it including the thoughts and feelings that
generate stress the things we do when we are stressed and the red alerts for stress at work the
author a psychologist who specialises in this field describes how we can use stress to our
advantage the message of distress means that something needs to change she describes the role of
our reactions to potentially stressful situations where our reactions come from and things that
influence our reactions includes practical advice on getting rid of stress taking control of your
life and coping with stress at work how to prevent stress how to build stress resistance by
taking agency in our lives life balance and self care and everyday relaxation techniques with a
focus on the miracle of mindfulness this book will help you keep on keeping on

Tell Me Who I Am: The Sunday Times Bestseller and Netflix
Original Documentary
2013-07-04

enzo is my heart my soul my breath i never thought i could be so dark never knew love meant
losing myself and getting reborn the lies and truths have finally caught up with us we may have
stolen an empire but we aren t ready to give it up it s ours he s mine and our love will find a
way to the truth consumed by truths is book 6 in a dark romance series series order taken by lies
betrayed by truths trapped by lies stolen by truths possessed by lies consumed by truths what
readers are saying about usa today bestselling author ella miles simply so darn good this book
delivers everything you would expect from a dark romance but adds one tiny little twist that for
me took it to a whole new level i m loving this series it s dark twisted and all engulfing
sucking you in from one turn of the page to the next i m saying this right her right now enzo is
mine i shouldn t be surprised by ella miles dark stories but damn she has done it again she make
anti hero s desirable sexy and hot af i derive way to much enjoyment from her books and this one
is no different i knew this book would one giant mind bender and it does not disappoint the story
of enzo and kai is almost a twisted dark romeo juliet this series is by far one of my new
favorites topics dark romance romantic suspense romantic suspense series dark romance series
romance romance series contemporary contemporary romance hot romance steamy romance second chance
new adult mafia romance billionaire romance bestselling series romance novel ella miles book
survival romance alpha series starter free series starter strong heroine first in series usa
today bestselling author action romance action and adventure suspense mystery hot new romance
seduction seduction romance sexy similar authors charlotte byrd penelope sky victoria quinn roxy
sloane meghan march helen hardt skye warren lexy timms

Care of the Child
1987-11-11

these poor hands the autobiography of a miner working in south wales was first published in june
1939 it was an instant bestseller and its fame catapulted its author into the front rank of
proletarian writers b l coombes an english born migrant had lived in the vale of neath since
before the first world war but only turned to writing in the 1930s as a way of communicating the
plight of the miners and their communities to the wider world these poor hands presents in a
documentary style the working life of the miner as well as the author s experiences in the lock
outs of 1921 and 1926 it demonstrates coombes desire to offer an accurate account of the lives of
miners and their families and carries a sincere moral charge in its description of the waste of
human potential that is industrial capitalism in decline long out of print these poor hands has
been recognised for over sixty years as the classic miner s autobiography

The Canterbury Tales and Faerie Queene, with Other Poems of
Chaucer and Spenser
1881

facilitation and mediation are important skills in our highly organized world holding change is a
guide for attending to both in ways that align with nature with pleasure with our best imaginings
of our future it provides lessons for generating the ease necessary to move through life s
inevitable struggles and for practicing the art of holding others without losing ourselves black
feminists have evolved this wisdom but it can serve anyone working to create change individually
interpersonally and within our organizations the majority of the book is sourced from brown s
twenty plus years of facilitation and mediation work with additional wisdom from a selection of
living black feminist facilitators and mediators
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The Canterbury Tales and Other Poems
2014-03-01

the sequel to the sixth discipline ran del jahanpur still doesn t know what his clan shaman
foresaw in his vision of the future whatever the old man saw made him force ran del to leave the
forest and marry baron hayden s daughter in spite of minor jealousies ran del and francesca have
forged a strong marriage ran del is still a warrior but he s comfortable in the city partly
because few people know of the psy abilities that make him so useful to the house of hayden
francesca is happy ran del can see her thoughts well enough to know her feelings for her old
flame freddie leong have cooled fortunately psy talents are rare in the city and no one knows the
true circumstances of her marriage not even freddie as heir to house leong freddie has his own
problems he spends his days trying to escape his mother s iron control and ensure she never kills
his father but not all the dangers of haven lie in the cities in the mountains to the north the
fiercely independent people known as the horde have changed their ways instead of fighting among
themselves and raiding in force they now use cunning to get what they need when the horde strikes
ran del and francesca face a threat far worse than either of them ever imagined and then finally
ran del confronts his destiny

Popular Science
1929-05

first published in 1991 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

Stress Less
2012-10-01

this ebook has been formatted to the highest digital standards and adjusted for readability on
all devices anne of green gables series anne of green gables anne of avonlea anne of the island
anne of windy poplars anne s house of dreams anne of ingleside rainbow valley rilla of ingleside
emily starr trilogy emily of new moon emily climbs emily s quest the story girl series the story
girl the golden road pat of silver bush series pat of silver bush mistress pat other novels
kilmeny of the orchard the blue castle magic for marigold a tangled jane of lantern hill short
stories chronicles of avonlea the hurrying of ludovic old lady lloyd each in his own tongue
little joscelyn the winning of lucinda old man shaw s girl aunt olivia s beau quarantine at
alexander abraham s pa sloane s purchase the courting of prissy strong the miracle at carmody the
end of a quarrel further chronicles of avonlea aunt cynthia s persian cat the materializing of
cecil her father s daughter jane s baby the dream child the brother who failed the return of
hester the little brown book of miss emily sara s way the son of his mother the education of
betty in her selfless mood the conscience case of david bell only a common fellow tannis of the
flats poetry collected letters autobiography the alpine path the story of my career lucy maud
montgomery 1874 1942 was a canadian author best known for a series of novels with anne of green
gables an orphaned girl mistakenly sent to a couple who had intended to adopt a boy anne novels
made montgomery famous in her lifetime and she went on to publish 20 novels as well as 530 short
stories 500 poems and 30 essays convert word to clean html code with this free online tool it
works great for any document type and template

The Wide World Magazine
1927

the gripping psychological thriller from joanne harris to follow her bestselling gentlemen
players and blueeyedboy perfect for fans of claire mackintosh ba paris paula hawkins and tracy
chevalier crime novel or literary novel categories really don t matter readers will find
themselves comprehensively gripped independent a cracking psychological thriller good
housekeeping after thirty years at st oswald s grammar in north yorkshire latin master roy
straitley has seen all kinds of boys come and go the clowns the rebels the underdogs and those he
calls his brodie boys but every so often there s a boy who doesn t fit the mould a troublemaker a
boy capable of twisting everything around him a boy with hidden shadows inside with insolvency
and academic failure looming a new broom has arrived at the venerable school bringing powerpoint
sharp suits and even sixth form girls to the dusty corridors but while straitley does his
sardonic best to resist this march to the future a shadow from his past is stirring a boy who
even twenty years on haunts his teacher s dreams a boy capable of bad things the third in the
malbry cycle of gripping psychological thrillers the latest of which is a narrow door

Consumed by Truths
2019-08-27

the revised edition of the bestselling christian guide to ahappy marriage for more than fifteen
years scott stanley s a lastingpromise has offered solutions to common problems facingconflicts
problem solving improving communication and dealingwith core issues within a christian framework
thoroughlyrevised and updated this new edition is filled with sacredteachings of scripture the
latest research on marriage and clearexamples from the lives of couples the book s strategies
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aredesigned to help couples improve communication understandcommitment bring more fun into their
relationship and enhancetheir sex lives lead author scott stanley is co director of the center
formarital and family studies at the university of denver and coauthorof fighting for your
marriage which has sold more than a millioncopies offers reflections on how to enhance anyone s
marriage over thelong term and avoid divorce covers recent cultural shifts such as dealing with
the endlesstechnological distraction and issues with socialnetworking new themes include the
chemistry of love the life longimplications of having bodies and how to support one
anotheremotionally uses illustrative examples from couples lives and richintegration of insights
from scripture this important book offers an invaluable resource for allcouples who want to honor
and preserve the holy sacrament of theirunion

These Poor Hands
2002-11-09

a migraine isn t just a headache it is a neurological disease affecting one in five women one in
twenty men and one in twenty children it s a debilitating complex and chronic condition that
manifests in a combination of symptoms that can include excruciating head pain as well as other
distinctive physical and emotional effects yet it is also a disease that you can improve and
manage as dr carolyn bernstein has discovered in her 17 years as a practicing neurologist dr
bernstein explains why migraines happen why they are misdiagnosed and why so few people get the
right treatment for them she reveals the latest research that shows that migraine brains share a
hypersensitivity to stimuli and are more likely to experience a cascade of neurological reactions
that cause common migraine symptoms this breakthrough medical knowledge makes treatment and
recovery possible with new migraine specific drugs as well as with complementary treatments such
as yoga biofeedback and exercise the migraine brain will equip you with the information you need
to understand migraines and to help your family and colleagues understand that a migraine isn t
just a headache it s a serious yet treatable condition

Holding Change
2021-04-22

winner of the 2020 christian book award for bible of the year trusted treasured by millions of
readers over 30 years the life application r study bible is today s 1 selling study bible and a
bible for all times now it has been thoroughly updated and expanded offering even more relevant
insights for understanding and applying god s word to everyday life in today s world discover how
you can apply the bible to your life today now with a fresh two color interior design and
meaningfully updated study notes and features this bible will help you understand god s word
better than ever it answers questions that you may have about the text and provides you practical
yet powerful ways to apply the bible to your life every day study the stories and teachings of
the bible with verse by verse commentary gain wisdom from people in the bible by exploring their
accomplishments and learning from their mistakes survey the big picture of each book through
overviews vital statistics outlines and timelines and grasp difficult concepts using in text maps
charts and diagrams all to help you do life god s way every day the personal size editions are
for people who like to carry their study bible with them features enhanced updated and with new
content added throughout now more than 10 000 life application r notes and features over 100 life
application r profiles of key bible people introductions and overviews for each book of the bible
more than 500 maps charts placed for quick reference dictionary concordance extensive side column
cross reference system to facilitate deeper study life application r index to notes charts maps
and profiles refreshed design with a second color for visual clarity 16 pages of full color maps
quality smyth sewn binding durable made for frequent use and lays flat when open presentation
page single column format christian worker s resource a special supplement to enhance the reader
s ministry effectiveness full text of the holy bible new living translation nlt combining the
latest biblical scholarship with clear natural english

No Safe Haven
2011-04-13

getting promoted in the fire service is not an easy process many people have that desire to
promote but for whatever reason cannot put the pieces together to make it a reality over the 20
plus years i have been in the fire service i have had the opportunity to be on both sides of the
promotional process as a candidate and as a rater and proctor this book will assist fire
department personnel specifically prepare for their next promotional exam promotional candidates
will be exposed to and offered key points for the most common tasks and events within a fire
department promotional process including but not limited to promotional preparation completing
the application resume preparation the written exam the oral interview the personnel problem the
oral presentation and the emergency simulation

intimates in Conflict
2013-09-05

prepositions words like above from in of and with which relate one part of a sentence to another
are though few in number among the most frequently used words in english they are also among the
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most frequently misused writers and speakers alike seem to have endless trouble in choosing the
right or acceptable preposition the sad result is widespread uncertainty confusion and
misunderstanding addressed to both native speakers and to learners of english as a second
language saving our prepositions a guide for the perplexed offers many examples of standard and
non standard practice with the aim of helping its readers avoid slipping up on what have been
called the banana peels of modern speech informative as well as entertaining this timely guide
will be of interest and value to all who cherish the english language and want to use it clearly
and effectively

L. M. MONTGOMERY Ultimate Collection: 20 Novels & 170+ Short
Stories, Poems, Letters and Autobiography
2017-05-29

so much of modern motherhood is targeted at looking good even when you feel crap and making your
baby look good even when he or she won t settle or feed or stop crying all in the shortest time
possible hello baby uncovers all the myths of perfection new mums see on instagram and provides
down to earth no nonsense advice about everything you need to know about your baby s first year
with casual style and a hilarious sense of humour heather irvine a psychologist and mother who
works with new mums every day acts as the friend sitting across from you in a cafe who always
understands constantly reassures gives you the best practical pointers and shares her muffin with
you hello baby is packed full of the latest information on issues that affect modern australian
mums including what a mother needs to know about herself in the first few months how to get your
baby sleeping soundly essential tips to boost your feel good factor de stress techniques like
meditation and mindfulness managing those really dark days tips for bonding with your baby coping
with mother in laws and post baby friendship fluctuations getting the zing back into your
relationship returning to work navigating social media as a new mum

Different Class
2016-04-21

ben cone has a simple dream get enough gold to marry madeline and take her to boston where they
will live happily ever after but his quest to the black hills for gold soon turns into a trail of
graves partnered up with an ancient buffalo hunter and his feisty granddaughter ben will spend a
long bitter winter with the cheyenne run from warring indians fight outlaws and dig graves for
friends and enemies forced to choose between a new love and an old one ben will have to decide if
the price of a dream can be too much to continue pursuing it or if you can sacrifice so much for
a dream that you can never give it up

A Lasting Promise
2013-12-09

The Migraine Brain
2011-02-01

The Swiss Family Robinson
1897

NLT Life Application Study Bible, Third Edition, Personal Size
2020-04-07

How To Excel At Fire Department Promotional Exams
2013-10

Saving our Prepositions
2014-06-06

International Record of Medicine and General Practice Clinics
1895
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In the cave of Aladdin a little narrative of the safe deposit
vault
1911

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal
1893

Hello Baby! Everything new mums need to know about life with
baby
2017-05-15

Annual Report - Entomological Society of Ontario
1883

St. Louis Clinical Record
1882

Graves of His Personal Liking
2015-10-01
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